
 
TESTING YOUR ALARM SYSTEM... 
 
Ensure to test your alarm system once per month to ensure 
system functionality and communication is high quality at all 
times. 
 
To TEST: 
 

1. Call the monitoring station at 1.877.526.8221 and 
request your alarm on test for one hour. 

 
2. Once hanging up the phone with the monitoring station, 

arm your system in one of the two arming modes (either STAY or AWAY) 
 

3. Let the system fully ARM. This will take approx. 2 minutes to fully arm.               
(Green Check Mark will disappear and Red Lock will Remain, once Armed). 

 
4. Once ARMED, trip one or two zones. Let the siren sound for at least 60 seconds. 

 
5. This will ensure proper alarm testing and communication formatting. 

 
6. After that time, you may dis-arm the system (Enter Your 4-Digit Code). 

 
7. Once dis-armed, the system should show no trouble light (yellow/orange in color) and 

also provide a READY light (green check-mark) showing the system ready to arm 
again. 

 
8. Re-arm and Dis-arm the system to reset the keypad. (NOTE: You do not have to let 

the system fully arm. Arm it and Dis-arm it shortly after) 
 
At this point, contact the Monitoring Station, once again, to confirm they did in fact receive 
alarm zone signals that you tripped during the test. 
 
When signals are confirmed then your communication test is complete. 
 
IF, the Monitoring Station does not receive any signals then a service communication test will 
need to be completed by a Triton technician.  
 
Please call to schedule with our Service Office (403.207.7827). 
 
SIDE NOTE: the monitoring operator may ask you, if you would like to take the 
system OFF test. Say, NO.  Let the testing time at the 
monitoring station time out. The computer 
system will automatically make the 
system a LIVE account after the hour has 
passed. 
 
This is to ensure no back up signals are 
not held in the system. Taking the system 
off test to quickly may have test back up 
signals come in to the station as a LIVE 
alarm and will make more un-needed phone 
calls from the monitoring station to confirm 
alarm activity. 

Follow the above notes and 
you will be successful  


